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NEWSLETTER 

Over the last few weeks we have been putting together a new video, giving an introduction to SHPPS life, which 
you can now find on our website: 

https://www.shrewsburyhousepreprep.net/admissions/meet-the-head-talk/ 

Today I hosted a ‘Meet the Head’ morning for prospective parents and had the pleasure of meeting virtually 
several interested families, all of whom were greatly struck by the ethos and feel of the school, even from just a 
online experience!  

Recording the video provided a brilliant reminder of just what a great school we have here and how much 
there is on offer.  I have been contacted by several people, who had no idea what our school looked like 
beyond the rather deceptive frontage until they saw the film, all amazed at the space and facilities our children 
enjoy. 

While it may be easy to describe a school based on its facilities, it is actually the children that constitute a 
school and ultimately define it.  Our children at SHPPS are our very best asset, and speak volumes about the 
school simply by coming in happy and going home happy, yet tired, from a full day’s engagement. 

The children have continued their fine form of the previous week, achieving so much both individually and 
collectively.  I have been into various lessons this week, across the year groups, including Music, P.E. and 
French, and was delighted on every occasion to see enthusiastic children, determined to have a go and give 
their very best.  Their progress, even in just two weeks of being back, has been superb.   

We are all very proud of them. 

Have a lovely weekend.   

Jon Akhurst 

Head 

https://www.shrewsburyhousepreprep.net/admissions/meet-the-head-talk/
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Nursery... 

We have had another exciting week in Nursery.  In Literacy, we introduced the sound “m” and sorted a variety of 

objects by their initial sounds into the correct pots.  In maths, we looked at the number “5”, studying its shape 

and formation and seeing how many different ways we could make 5.  We looked at the number through a 

variety of mediums, including singing number songs and rhymes and counting eggs in baskets during our “Little 

Chefs” session. 

We continued strengthening our fine motor skills with lots of Easter colouring, cutting and mark-making, to 

create our beautiful Easter cards. 

 

The  Nursery Team 
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YEAR 1 Reception... 

Reception children have loved 
reading the story of The Princess 
and the Wizard this week, following 
our surprise visit from the real 
Princess Eliza last week! We have 
been making fantastic story maps 
based on the book.  There has also 
been a lot of magic in our class, 
with the children using doubling 
and halving ingredients to make 
potions and then using money to 
buy and sell the potions made. We 
have had a potion that makes your 
teeth fall out, potions that turn 
everything to chocolate and 
potions that will render your sister 
invisible! Watch what you drink in 
Reception!!  

We have also been discussing  
dragons, using the painting of 
George and the Dragon by Paolo 
Ucello to inspire our own Art work. 

 

The Reception Team 
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YEAR 1 Year One... 

This week, the Year One children have continued with their pirate theme.   In English, we have started planning 
our pirate adventure stories.  We have been looking at how we write a story, starting with the setting and 
characters and then thinking about the beginning, middle and end. The children have been incredibly 
imaginative and we look forward to writing and reading the stories.  

Alongside our story making we have also made our very own treasure maps.   We stained our paper to make it 
look like aged parchment and then designed our maps, remembering not to forget where 'X' marks the spot! 

For PSHE we read 'Ruby's Worry'.  In the story we read about Ruby, who finds a worry!  At first it's not such a big 
worry, and that's all right, but then it starts to grow. It gets bigger and bigger every day and it makes Ruby sad. 
We had a class discussion about how important it  is to share your worries, no matter how big or small they 
might be. 

 Cameron: "If you talk about your worries then you can help to sort the worry out."  

Zach: "Ruby was happy, but then she saw the colour yellow and that was her worry showing."  

 

The Year One Team 
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YEAR 1 Year Two... 

The Year Two children are delighted to have the guinea pigs back this week.  It was so exciting to meet the new 
guinea pig, Wafer, who is already bigger than S'mores and very fluffy.  

Oscar:  They are really fun and cute! 

Eshan:  I think they are adorable. Wafer is very calm. 

Mrs Webb forgot to bring the guinea pigs’ run  back to school so we had to make a human “run” to keep them 
safe whilst their cage was cleaned out.   

We have been learning about food chains and who eats who in the wild! 

Ted: I think that the guinea pigs are at the bottom of the food chain because they eat the seeds and grass and 
other animals eat them.   

We read the book  “House Held Up By Trees' by Ted Kooser and wrote contrasting statements about British trees 
and trees from the rainforest.  We used the conjunction 'but' and practiced using our spelling rules for adding 
suffixes. We used amazing adjectives and noun phrases to write sales particulars for the house! 

We have been learning about the Easter Story.  We had a fabulous Friday afternoon tasting treats that one might 
have at Easter and finding out how they are relevant to the Easter 
story.  

 

The Year Two Team 
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Sport with Mr Woodcock... 

We have had a  fabulous two 

weeks back with the children, 

learning lots of new team games 

such as hockey, handball and 

dodgeball, whilst the older 

children learnt tag rugby at the 

sports field.  The children have 

taken a keen interest in tag rugby 

this term,  learning how to run and 

move with the ball in different 

ways and how to tag each other.    

This week’s special mentions go to 

Zach in Year 1 and Aydin in Year 2. 

The Nursery children have had lots 

of fun in the Sports Hall this week.  

We were especially proud of 

Aarya,  who showed a growth 

mindset, when tackling the 

challenge of balancing on the 

bench! 

 

Mr Woodcock 
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Track Certificates were Awarded to: 

 

TRACK  News... 

Nursery 

Eliza for Aspiration  

Kodi for Resilience  

Beau for Teamwork  

Kingsley for Aspiration  

Year One 
Agastya for Aspiration  

Zach for Kindness  

Danny for Resilience 

Year Two 

Taran for Aspiration  

Reception 

Gabriel for Kindness 

Noah for Kindness   

Edward  for Aspiration  

William for Care  
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Follow us on Twitter... 

If you aren’t already 
following us on Twitter 

our handle is 
@shspreprep and we 
regularly update the 

account with news on 
the exciting activities in 
which the children are 

taking part. 

House Points... 

House Points  

 

Yellow House 55 

Red House 55 

Blue House 51 

Green House 48 
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Happy Birthday  

Happy Birthday to 

Senan, who was 

seven on Tuesday  - 

we love his fantastic 

Minecraft cake! 

...and Happy Birthday to Danny who is 

six today!  We love this amazing 

number cake! 

Happy Birthday to 

our resident Star 

Baker, the lovely 

Miss Marcou! 
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YEAR 1  And finally...some other lovely moments from our week... 
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YEAR 1  (...and a few more...) 
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YEAR 1  (...and just a few more!) 


